Multifactor Europe

Multifactor Europe have over 35 years experience in supplying industrial and compressed air filtration, offering a comprehensive range of genuine and alternative filters to satisfy customer requirements. From their headquarters in North Wales they are able to supply throughout the United Kingdom and Europe using international carriers and our dedicated van service.

Need

- Improve on speed and accuracy of the receipt, issuing and stock count process.
- Have the ability to create barcodes for their own products.
- Check consignment stock levels.
- Generate Sales Order Forms.

Solution

Bridge Live with the Multi Barcode Module was installed;
- 2 Direct Thermal Zebra printers incorporated to print product barcodes.
- Elf QLN320 Hand Held devices used for stock counting, receipting and issuing of stock.
- Increased speed in processing and increased accuracy of stock checks.

For more information about how the Bridge Software can be used in your company please follow the links below for all our products.

BRIDGE BATCH  BRIDGE LIVE  BRIDGE MODULES

...for better Warehouse Management
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